
B Building Survey comments  

Question 1: Please select carpet pattern A, B or C (see samples below) 

They all look almost exactly the same. Not much of a range in options.  

6/5/2022 8:58 PM 

          As I have said before, the carpet in the B-buildings was replaced in 2013-14. I was on the board 

when this carpet was selected, and it was billed as an industrial-strength, 20-year product. It has been 

only 8 or 9 years, and I do not think that it is financially prudent to replace the carpet now. Since you are 

apparently moving ahead with the project, however, I have voted for the option I most prefer.  

6/2/2022 4:56 PM 

          Thank you for the opportunity to view the samples in-person.  

6/1/2022 3:15 PM 

          Where is the money for this coming from, is it budgeted for in 2022 or does this need to be added 

to the 2023 budget for vote at the AGM?  

5/26/2022 3:29 PM 

          I liked the lightest carpet (I think it was C)  

5/24/2022 6:48 PM 

          They are practically the same  

5/24/2022 10:05 AM 

          Matches Tile sample D the best  

5/24/2022 9:47 AM 

 

Question 2: Please select your preference of non-slip synthetic tile - D or E (see samples 

below) for the entry by the door and mail boxes. 

Just replace the worst building carpets now.  

6/5/2022 8:07 PM 

          Just install tile and lights this year, carpet and painting in the next few years.  

6/5/2022 8:06 PM 

          If we must have tile, I pick D  

6/3/2022 11:42 AM 



          I don't see benefit to having tiles in the entry way. There is no extra wear & tear in that area in my 

building. The tile would need to be mopped instead of vaccumed, and the guy who cleans comes only 2 

x week. Even if the tiles are non-slip, they will be much slippery than carpet. It probably would look nice, 

but after thinking about it, I think it could be very impractical.  

6/1/2022 3:15 PM 

          Please, no tile! Both tiles will look very cheap in the entry!  

5/30/2022 9:08 PM 

          Excellent idea to install tile at the entry to the stairwells.  

5/26/2022 12:30 AM 

          They are practically the same  

5/24/2022 10:05 AM 

          Tiles are not compatible with carpet scheme. We have a doormat  

5/24/2022 3:49 AM 

          Tiles are not suitable at all. There is a doormat already in front of the doormat  

5/24/2022 12:21 AM 

 

Question 3: Do you live in a B building or are a non-resident owner of B building unit? 

Not a B building owner but anytime I go up B building stairs, they are very noisy; recommend that the 

stairs be nailed down before new carpet is added  

6/2/2022 5:51 AM 

          Bought my unit in 1979, would be embarrassed with tiles!  

5/30/2022 9:08 PM 

          Want to maintain Meadows property values in general  

5/24/2022 9:47 AM 
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